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Issue Eight of Action Figures magazine is a must-read for any fan of
toys, collectibles, and pop culture.

The issue is packed with in-depth analysis, exclusive interviews, and
stunning photography of the latest and greatest action figures from around
the world.

In this issue, you'll find:

An exclusive interview with Todd McFarlane, the creator of Spawn

A behind-the-scenes look at the making of the new Star Wars: The
Force Awakens action figures

A review of the latest Marvel Legends action figures
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A guide to collecting vintage action figures

And much more!

Whether you're a seasoned collector or just starting out, Action
Figures Issue Eight is the perfect way to stay up-to-date on the latest
trends in the world of action figures.

Exclusive Interview with Todd McFarlane

In this exclusive interview, Todd McFarlane talks about his career, his
passion for action figures, and his plans for the future of Spawn.

"I've always been a fan of action figures," McFarlane says. "I remember
playing with them as a kid, and I still collect them today. I think they're a
great way to express your creativity and imagination."
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McFarlane is best known for creating the character Spawn, which has
become one of the most popular action figures in the world. He also
founded McFarlane Toys, which produces a wide range of action figures,
collectibles, and other products.

"I'm always looking for new ways to innovate and create new action figures
that fans will love," McFarlane says. "I think the future of action figures is
bright. There are so many new technologies and materials available that
we can use to create even more amazing figures than ever before."

Behind-the-Scenes Look at the Making of the New Star Wars: The
Force Awakens Action Figures



In this behind-the-scenes look, we take you inside the Hasbro factory
where the new Star Wars: The Force Awakens action figures are being
made.

We'll show you how the figures are designed, sculpted, and painted. We'll
also talk to the Hasbro team about the challenges and rewards of bringing
these iconic characters to life.
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"It's a lot of work, but it's also a lot of fun," says Hasbro designer Mark
Boudreaux. "We're all huge Star Wars fans, so it's a dream come true to be
able to work on these figures."

The new Star Wars: The Force Awakens action figures are available now.
They're sure to be a hit with fans of all ages.

Review of the Latest Marvel Legends Action Figures
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In this review, we take a look at the latest Marvel Legends action figures
from Hasbro.

We'll give you our thoughts on the sculpting, paint, and articulation of each
figure. We'll also tell you which figures are worth buying and which ones
you can skip.

Overall, we're very impressed with the latest Marvel Legends action figures.
They're well-made, highly detailed, and very playable.

If you're a fan of Marvel Comics, then you need to check out the latest
Marvel Legends action figures. They're some of the best action figures on
the market today.

Guide to Collecting Vintage Action Figures



In this guide, we'll teach you everything you need to know about collecting
vintage action figures.

We'll cover topics such as:

How to identify and authenticate vintage action figures
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How to grade vintage action figures

Where to find vintage action figures

How to store and display vintage action figures

If you're interested in collecting vintage action figures, then this guide is a
must-read. We'll give you all the information you need to get started.

And Much More!

In addition to the exclusive interview with Todd McFarlane, the behind-the-
scenes look at the making of the new Star Wars: The Force Awakens
action figures, the review of the latest Marvel Legends action figures, and
the guide to collecting vintage action figures, Action Figures Issue Eight
also includes:

An interview with Mark Hamill, the actor who plays Luke Skywalker in
the Star Wars movies

A look at the new Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice action figures

A review of the new Transformers: The Last Knight action figures

A guide to customizing action figures

And much more!

Action Figures Issue Eight is the perfect way to stay up-to-date on the
latest trends in the world of action figures.

Whether you're a seasoned collector or just starting out, Action Figures
Issue Eight has something for everyone. Order your copy today!
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How The Democrats Won Colorado And Why
Republicans Everywhere Should Care
The Democrats' victory in Colorado in 2018 was a major upset. The state
had been trending Republican for years, and no one expected the
Democrats to win...

Intermediate Scales and Bowings for Violin
First Position: A Comprehensive Guide for
Aspiring Musicians
As you progress in your violin journey, mastering intermediate scales and
bowings in first position becomes crucial for enhancing your...
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